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Coherent control of two 
Jaynes–Cummings cavities
L. O. Castaños‑Cervantes 1, Lorenzo M. Procopio 2 & Marco Enríquez 3*

We uncover new features on the study of a two‑level atom interacting with one of two cavities in a 
coherent superposition. The James–Cummings model is used to describe the atom–field interaction 
and to study the effects of quantum indefiniteness on such an interaction. We show that coherent 
control of the two cavities in an undefined manner allows novel possibilities to manipulate the atomic 
dynamics on demand which are not achievable in the conventional way. In addition, it is shown that 
the coherent control of the atom creates highly entangled states of the cavity fields taking a Bell‑like 
or Schrödinger‑cat‑like state form. Our results are a step forward to understand and harness quantum 
systems in a coherent control, and open a new research avenue in the study of atom–field interaction 
exploiting quantum indefiniteness.

The Jaynes–Cummings (JC) model is one of the fundamental models used to describe the interaction between 
light and  matter1. It describes the interaction of a two-level atom (or qubit) with a single-mode quantum electro-
magnetic field when both the detuning between the atom’s transition frequency and the field’s frequency and the 
atom-field coupling are much smaller than the field’s  frequency2,3. For example, it has been applied successfully 
in cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED)4,5. However, the interaction of one atom with one of two cavities 
in an undefined manner is largely unexplored. In this context, a novel technique has been proposed to coher-
ently control the order of quantum operations in the frame of quantum  computing6. In relation with quantum 
communications, this method creates an indefiniteness in the order of application of  two7 or more successive 
quantum  channels8. Furthermore, new quantum advantages in quantum  computation9,10, quantum communi-
cation  complexity11,12, quantum  metrology13,14, and quantum  thermodynamics15,16 have been reported. Several 
experiments have been performed to show those  advantages9,17,18. A simpler type of indefiniteness can be created 
by just placing the quantum system of interest in a coherent superposition of two alternative  locations19–21. In 
this technique one has control over the choice on which path the quantum system will go  through22 achieving 
new quantum advantages in quantum  communications23, quantum  coherence21, and quantum  metrology24.

Motivated by this research, we propose to coherently control a two-level atom interacting with two quantum 
cavity fields in a superposition of two different spatial locations. Recently, it has been proposed to use quantum 
indefiniteness in the order of application of two cavities following the Jaynes-Cummings  model25. However, 
they study quantitatively the energetic differences between different strategies rather than to study the effects of 
indefiniteness per se on the atom-field interaction. We show that new interesting effects are unveiled applying 
indefiniteness to the interaction of one atom with two cavity fields. For example, dealing with the atomic popu-
lation, the path superposition gives rise to novel intriguing features in the atom-field interaction not present in 
the conventional case.

To determine which cavity the atom will interact with we use a control qubit encoding the spatial path of 
the atom. If the control qubit is in state |0� , the atom will interact with the electromagnetic field in cavity C0 . 
Likewise, if the control qubit is in state |1� , the atom will interact with the electromagnetic field in cavity C1 . By 
sending the control qubit in a superposition of its quantum states |θ ,ϕ� = cos θ |0� + eiϕ sin θ |1� , we coherently 
superpose both cavity fields and maximum indefiniteness is achieved when θ = π/4.

In this work we report some contributions in the study of one qubit interacting with two cavity fields in a 
coherent superposition. To show the usefulness of the method, we focus on two aspects of the effects of indefinite-
ness on the atom-field interaction: the effects on the inversion of population of the atom and the effects on the 
cavity fields. In the first case, the atom enters the cavities and the dynamics of the system are determined while 
the atom traverses them. Here the cavity fields are supposed to be described with a definite number of photons. 
The second case of study is similar to Young’s double slit experiment, since the atom goes through both cavi-
ties, interacts dispersively with the cavity fields which are initially described by coherent states, and then exits 
the cavities. We make two different types of measurements on the whole system. One consists in measuring the 
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state of the control qubit, while the other consists in measuring the state of the atom. We found that our method 
creates highly entangled states of the cavity fields that can take a Bell-like or Schrödinger cat form. Moreover, 
there can be a nonnegligible probability to find both cavity fields in Schrödinger cat states. Finally, we discuss 
some plausible experimental implementations in the contexts of atomic interferometry and optical analogies.

The Jaynes–Cummings model
The JC model describes a system composed of a qubit (a quantum two-level system) interacting with a harmonic 
oscillator and it is obtained from the Rabi  model26,27 by applying the rotating wave approximation (RWA). The 
JC Hamiltonian is

where ωa > 0 is the angular transition frequency of the qubit, ω > 0 is the angular frequency of the harmonic 
oscillator, and g is a real number with units 1/s that describes the strength of the qubit–oscillator coupling. For 
simplicity, here and in the following we omit the energy of the ground state of the oscillator.

An orthonormal basis for the state space of the qubit is 
{

|e�, |g�
}

 where |e� and |g� denote the excited 
and ground states of the qubit, respectively. Also, the qubit raising and lowering operators are respec-
tively given by σ+ = |e��g|, σ− = |g��e| , and σx , σy , and σz denote the Pauli operators defined by 
σx = σ− + σ+ , σy = i(σ− − σ+) , σz = |e��e| − |g��g| . In addition, a† and a are the creation and annihilation 
operators of the oscillator. The harmonic oscillator usually represents a single-mode of the electromagnetic 
field, while the qubit is a two-level real or artificial atom. Since the JC model is obtained by applying the RWA, 
it requires a small qubit-oscillator coupling and a small qubit-oscillator detuning with respect to the qubit and 
oscillator frequencies, that is, it requires |g|, |�| ≪ ωa + ω , where the detuning � is defined as

The excitation number operator

is a constant of the motion for HJC and one can write

where N conmutes with V and

Then, the evolution operator associated with HJC can be expressed as

In the following we use the JC model to describe the atom-field interaction of the physical system under study.

The system under study
We consider a system composed of a control qubit, a two-level atom (we use the same notation as the previous 
section), and two single-mode quantum electromagnetic fields with angular frequencies ω0 , ω1 > 0 . The field 
with frequency ωk is contained in cavity k. At time t = 0 the state of the system is prepared and the atom is shot 
towards the cavities. It moves with constant velocity, enters both cavities at a time t = T0 , and interacts with 
them during a time-interval.

In this article we consider two scenarios. In the first one, a projective measurement is performed and some 
physical quantities are measured while the atom is inside the cavities. In the second one, the atom traverses the 
cavities, exits them, and then we study how entanglement between the the two cavity fields can be created. This 
last physical situation is similar to Young’s double slit experiment. These cases are schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 1.

The control qubit determines the path the atom goes through. In the following, the subindex c is used to 
identify quantities associated with the control qubit. An orthonormal basis for the state space of the control 
qubit is { |0�c , |1�c } . If the control qubit is in the state |k�c , then the atom passes only through cavity k ( k = 0, 1 ). 
Thus, the superposition

implies that the atom passes through both cavities. The probability of the atom going through the cavity 0 or 1 
is cos2(θ) or sin2(θ) , respectively. In addition, 0 ≤ θ < π/2 and 0 ≤ φ < 2π . Setting the parameters θ = π/4 
and ϕ = 0 we define the state

for which the maximum indefiniteness is achieved. Alternatively, the state

(1)HJC =
�ωa

2
σz + �ωa†a+ �g(σ−a

† + σ+a)

(2)� =ωa − ω.

(3)N =a†a+
1

2
σz

(4)HJC =�ωN + �V

(5)V =
�

2
σz + g(σ−a

† + σ+a).

(6)e−
i
�
HJC(t−T0) =e−iωN(t−T0)e−iV(t−T0)

(7)|θ ,ϕ�c = cos θ |0�c + eiϕ sin θ |1�c ,

(8)|+�c =
1
√
2
(|0�c + |1�c),
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corresponds to the parameters θ = π/4 and ϕ = π . Outside the cavities the system Hamiltonian is given by the 
atomic and field free energies as

where cavity field k has creation and annihilation operators given by a†k and ak , respectively. When the atom 
interacts with a superposition of both cavities the Hamiltonian is

where H(k)
JC  is the usual JC Hamiltonian for the atom and cavity field k, that is,

Here gk is a real number with units 1/s that denotes the coupling of the atom with cavity field k. Using Eqs. (3)–(5) 
the evolution operator of the system during the time interval [T0,T0 + t] is

Using Eq. (6) one has

Here, the excitation number operator Nk for cavity field k, the operator Vk , and the detuning �k with the fre-
quency of cavity field k are given by

Observe that Nk and Vk commute. Then, the evolution operator can be expressed as

where Wk(t,T0) = e−iVk(t−T0) , and we have introduced the unitary operator

with

where ⊕ stands for the sum modulo 2 . Finally, according  to28 the operator Wk(t,T0) can be expressed as

(9)|−�c =
1
√
2
(|0�c − |1�c),

(10)Hfree =
�ωa

2
σz + �ω0a

†
0a0 + �ω1a

†
1a1

(11)HI =|0�cc�0| ⊗
(

H
(0)
JC + �ω1a

†
1a1

)

+ |1�cc�1| ⊗
(

H
(1)
JC + �ω0a

†
0a0

)

,

(12)H
(k)
JC =

�ωa

2
σz + �ωka

†
kak + �gk(σ−a

†
k + σ+ak), k = 0, 1.

(13)e−
i
�
HI (t−T0) =|0�cc�0| ⊗ e−

i
�
H

(0)
JC (t−T0)e−iω1a

†
1a1(t−T0) + |1�cc�1| ⊗ e−

i
�
H

(1)
JC (t−T0)e−iω0a

†
0a0(t−T0).

(14)e−
i
�
H

(k)
JC (t−T0) =e−iωkNk(t−T0)e−iVk(t−T0).

(15)

Nk =a†kak +
1

2
σz

Vk =
�k

2
σz + gk(σ−a

†
k + σ+ak)

�k =ωa − ωk .

(16)e−
i
�
HI (t−T0) = UIF(t,T0)

[

|0�cc�0| ⊗W0(t,T0)+ |1�cc�1| ⊗W1(t,T0)

]

,

(17)UIF(t,T0) = |0�cc�0| ⊗�0(t,T0)+ |1�cc�1| ⊗�1(t,T0),

(18)�k(t,T0) = e−iωkNk(t−T0)e−iωk⊕1a
†
k⊕1

ak⊕1(t−T0),

Figure 1.  The figure depicts the system under consideration. At time t = 0 the state of the system is prepared 
and, in the first stage, the atom moves with constant velocity reaching the cavities at the time t = T0 . (a) In the 
first situation we consider that the atom interacts with both cavity fields during a certain time interval. (b) In the 
second scheme an additional stage is considered: the atom exits the cavities.
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Here we have introduced the quantity

where x can be a real number or an operator.

Rabi oscillations
In this section we focus on the effects of the indefiniteness of path on the state of the atom as it transits through 
the cavities. In order to describe the dynamics we analyze both the atomic population inversion and the photon 
number in each cavity. The initial state of the system is

that is, the control qubit is in the state (Eq. 7), the atom is in the excited state |e� , and cavity field k is in the Fock 
state |nk�k ( nk a nonnegative integer). Hereafter, the tensor product notation and the subsystem’s indices will be 
omitted to simplify the notation.

We assume that the atom starts to interact with both cavity fields from T0 = 0 onwards. Note that, before the 
atom enters the cavities, the corresponding time-evolution operator only adds a physically irrelevant global phase 
to Eq. (21) and, thus, can be omitted. The state of the system at some time tm > 0 is given by

where the notation Aj = Aj(tm, 0) is used for operators �j and Wj . At time t = tm a projective measurement 
on the control subsystem is performed, which is described by the projector |θ ,ϕ��θ ,ϕ| . Immediately after such 
measurement, the state of the system becomes

where the normalization constant N0 is defined by

Then, the state of the system at times t ≥ tm is |ψ(t)� = e−
i
�
HI (t−tm)|ψ ′(tm)� . Accordingly,

where Tij = �′
iW

′
i�jWj for i, j = 0, 1 and the prime in each operator stands for A′

j = Aj(t, tm).

The atomic population inversion
We first analyze the dynamics of the atomic population inversion. A straightforward calculation shows that 
�σz� = �ψ(t)|σz |ψ(t)� as function of time can be expressed as

where each expectation value on the righthand side of Eq. (25) is computed on the state |e, n0, n1� . Note that, in 
the case of no superposition, Eq. (25) reduces to the usual expression for a single cavity

where j = 0 ( = 1 ) for θ = 0 ( = π/2 ). Otherwise, there will exist interference as will be shown. For the purposes 
of this study, it will be assumed that both cavities are in exact resonance, that is to say, �0 = �1 = 0 and, hence, 
ω0 = ω1 . Then, the normalization constant (Eq. 23) reduces to

The expectation values in Eq. (25) are explicitly given in the Supplementary Information. In addition, we 
are interested in the identical cavities case to explore the effects of the superposition of paths, so we choose 
n0 = n1 = n and g0 = g1 = g . In this case, the population inversion reads

(19)Wk(t,T0) = cos

[

�k(Nk + 1/2)(t − T0)

]

− i
sin

[

�k(Nk + 1/2)(t − T0)

]

�k(Nk + 1/2)
Vk .

(20)�k(x) =

√

g2k x +
�2

k

4

(21)|ψ(0)� =|θ ,φ�c ⊗ |e� ⊗ |n0�0 ⊗ |n1�1

|ψ(tm)� = e−
i
�
HI tm |ψ(0)� = cos θ |0� ⊗�0W0|e, n0, n1� + eiϕ sin θ |1� ⊗�1W1|e, n0, n1�,

(22)|ψ ′(tm)� =
|θ ,ϕ�
N0

⊗ (cos2 θ�0W0 + sin2 θ�1W1)|e, n0, n1�,

(23)N 2
0 = cos4 θ + sin4 θ + 2 sin2 θ cos2 θRe(�e, n0, n1|W†

0�
†
0�1W1|e, n0, n1�).

(24)

|ψ(t)� =
|0�
N0

⊗ (cos3 θT00 + cos θ sin2 θT01)|e, n0, n1� +
|1�
N0

⊗ (eiϕ sin θ cos2 θT10 + eiϕ sin3 θT11)|e, n0, n1�,

(25)
�σz�N 2

0 = cos6 θ�T†
00σzT00� + sin6 θ�T†

11σzT11� + 2 cos4 θ sin2 θRe[�T†
01σzT00�]

+ 2 sin4 θ cos2 θRe[�T†
10σzT11�] + cos2 θ sin4 θ�T†

01σzT01� + sin2 θ cos4 θ�T†
10σzT10�,

�σz� = �T†
jjσzTjj� =

�2
j

4�2
j (nj)

+

(

1−
�2

j

4�2
j (nj)

)

cos[2�j(nj)t],

(26)N
2
0 = cos4 θ + sin4 θ + 2 sin2 θ cos2 θ cos(tmg0

√
n0 + 1) cos(tmg1

√
n1 + 1).
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We first consider the case of zero photons in both cavities. No effect of the superposition is observed when the 
projective measurement time is tm = rπ/g with r a non-negative integer as the expression (27) reduces to the 
single cavity population inversion regardless of the control parameter value. On the other hand, in Fig. 2a we 
show the effect of the control parameter on the population inversion. Note that for the maximum indefinitess 
value, i.e., θ = π/4 the probability of finding the atom in the ground state is always greater than the prob-
ability of finding it in the excited one. Fig. 2a also shows that the control parameter θ can be used to modify 
the population inversion amplitude on demand. Besides, Fig. 2b depicts the time-evolution of the population 
inversion as function of the measurement time tm when the control state is given by |+�c . We note that the oscil-
lation amplitude strongly depends on the tm value. For instance, the population inversion is always negative for 
tm = (2r + 1)π/(2g) , with r a nonnegative integer.

On the other hand, in Fig. 3 we depict the population inversion (Eq. 27) for the non-vanishing photon number 
case. Two instances are considered and compared with the corresponding single cavity population inversion. 
We observe that the control parameter changes the uniform oscillatory behavior noted in the conventional case. 
Besides, the plot shows that as n increases an envelop appears on the oscillations.

Photon number analysis
Average photon number
We also analyze the effects of indefiniteness on the number of photons in each cavity. First we analyze the 
average photon number 〈a†kak〉 in each cavity. Then, we discuss the effect of the number of photons in the Fock 

(27)

�σz� = 1

7+cos(4θ)+2 sin2(2θ) cos(2gtm
√
n+1)

{

2[3+ cos(4θ)] cos(2gt
√
n+ 1)

+2 sin2(2θ)

[

cos[2g(t − tm)
√
n+ 1][1+ cos2(gtm

√
n+ 1)]

− cos[2g(t − tm)
√
n] sin2(gtm

√
n+ 1)

]

}

.

Figure 2.  The atomic population inversion (Eq. 27) time-evolution when both cavity fields start out in the 
vacuum state, i.e., n = 0 as function of some relevant parameters. (a) The effect of manipulating the control 
parameter θ with fixed value tm = π/(2g) . (b) The dependence of the population inversion on the measuring 
time tm for the fixed control parameter value θ = π/4.

Figure 3.  Time-evolution of the atomic population inversion (Eq. 27) when the field in each cavity contains 
initially (a) one photon and (b) five photons (solid blue lines) with tm = π/g . In addition, the dashed line 
corresponds to the single cavity atomic population inversion with the same photon number.
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states appearing in the quantum state (Eq. 24). For the sake of simplicity, we focus only on the resonant case, 
i.e., �0 = �1 = 0 . Using the expectation values provided in the Supplementary Information, one obtains the 
average number of photons 〈a†j aj〉 as a function of θ , nj , and gj at different times t and tm . Explicitly, for the j-th 
cavity one finds

where i is the index of the other cavity, η0 = sin4 θ cos2 θ , η1 = sin2 θ cos4 θ and

In the case of no superposition, the average number of photons reads

where j = 0 ( = 1 ) for θ = 0 ( = π/2 ). For identical cavities ( g0 = g1 = g  and n0 = n1 = n ) and maximum 
indefiniteness ( θ = π/4 ), each cavity has the same average number of photons at time t ≥ tm and it is given by

From this equation we see that n ≤ �a†j aj� < (n+ 1) . Figure 4 shows the average number of photons for identi-
cal cavities, i.e., g0 = g1 = g and n0 = n1 = n for several values of θ and n using Eq. (28). For the case of zero 
photons, n = 0 , notice that �a†j aj� = 1/2 for θ = π/4 , while the average photon number oscillates for θ  = π/4 . 
For the case n0 = n1 = 10 , the average photon number is always oscillating with the minimum amplitude at the 
maximum indefiniteness. Notice that one recovers the single cavity case when θ = 0 or θ = π/2 because the 
atom passes only through cavity 0 or cavity 1 for these values of θ . For different weights in the superposition of 
both cavities, the average number of photons in each cavity is different even if they are initially the same. We 
see also that the amplitude of the oscillations in the average number of photons is always smaller in the case 
of superimposed cavities than cavities with no superposition. Figure 5 shows the average number of photons 
〈a†j aj〉 from Eq. (30) as function of the non-dimensional measurement time gtm for a given gt and n0 = n1 = 1.

The quantum state of the system
To analyze the states in Eq. (24), we calculate the action of operators Tij on the state |e, n0, n1� . Here we do not 
make any assumptions about the coupling parameters gj and the detunings �j . The most general quantum state 
(Eq. 24) of the system at time t is

(28)�a†j aj� = nj +
4

(

ηj sin
2
(

gj
√

nj+1(t−tm)
)

+cos6(θ+3π j/2) sin2
(

gj
√

nj+1t
)

+ηj⊕1I(gj ,gi ,nj ,ni ,t,tm)
)

2 sin2(2θ) cos

(

gj
√

nj+1tm

)

cos (gi
√
ni+1tm)+cos(4θ)+3

,

(29)
I(gj , gi , nj , ni , t, tm) = sin2

(

gj
√

nj + 1tm
)

+ 2 sin
(

gj
√

nj + 1t
)

sin
(

gj
√

nj + 1(t − tm)
)

cos
(

gi
√
ni + 1tm

)

.

�a†j aj� = �T†
jj a

†
j ajTjj� = −

1

2
cos

(

2tgj
√

nj + 1
)

+ nj +
1

2
,

(30)�a†j aj� = n−
cos

[

2g
√
n+ 1(t − tm)

]

+ cos
(

2g
√
n+ 1t

)

− 2

2
[

cos
(

2g
√
n+ 1tm

)

+ 3
] .

Figure 4.  Average number of photons 〈a†j aj〉 for n0 = n1 = n , g0 = g1 = g , gtm = π/2 , and different values 
of the control parameter θ using equation (28). Figures (a,c) illustrate 〈a†0a0〉 , while figure (b,d) show 〈a†1a1〉 . 
Figures (a,b) depict the case n = 0 , while figures (c,d) illustrate the case n = 10.
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where ξk := ξk(g0, g1, n0, n1,�0,�1,ω0,ω1, t, tm) , for k = 1, 2, . . . , 8 . Since the state is normalized, one has 
1

N 2
0

∑8
j=1 |ξj|2 = 1 . From Eq. (31) we observe that states |e, n0 − 1, n1 + 1� and |e, n0 + 1, n1 − 1� describe the 

atom as an intermediary to pass a photon from one cavity to the other in such a way that the atom remains in 
the excited state. Thus, the probability of finding the atom in the excited state, the cavity 0 with n0 − 1 photons 
and the cavity 1 with n1 + 1 photons is |ξ4|2/N 2

0  , while the probability of finding the atom in the excited state, 
cavity 0 with n0 + 1 photons and cavity 1 with n1 − 1 photons is |ξ8|2/N 2

0  . The total probability Pi = |ξ4|2
N 2

0

+ |ξ8|2
N 2

0

 
to interchange one photon, in the case of resonance and maximum indefiniteness ( θ = π/4 ), is found to be

If g0 = g1 = g and n0 = n1 = n , then the probability Pi reduces to

which achieves a maximum value Pi = 0.5 when tm = π(2l−1)

2g
√
n+1

 and t = π
2g

(

1√
n
+ 1√

n+1

)

(2l − 1) for any integer 
l, any number of photons n, and any value of g. Figure 6 illustrates Pi for several values of the parameters. One 
can observe that the probability to interchange one photon presents an envelope whose maximum value is 0.5 
for the case n0 = n1 = n , while Pi < 0.5 when the cavities initially contain a different number of photons. Fig-
ure 7 shows Pi from Eq. (33) as function of gt and the non-dimensional measurement time gtm for n0 = n1 = 1

.

The two cavity system in the dispersive regime
The objective of this section is to determine what type of entangled states of the two cavity fields can be created 
and if it is possible to prepare each cavity field in a Schrödinger cat state when the atom interacts dispersively with 
both cavity fields. For example, in both the  JC5 and Rabi  models26,27 it is well known that Schrödinger cat states 
can be created in the cavity field when it interacts dispersively with the atom. We continue to use the notation 
introduced in the previous two sections and the quantities have exactly the same meaning.

The setup has been described in Fig. 1b. At time t = 0 the state of the complete system is prepared and the 
atom is shot towards the cavities. It moves with constant velocity, enters the cavities at a time t = T0 ≥ 0 , and 
then exits them at a time t = T0 + tm with tm = (2m− 1)π |�|/(2g2) for some positive integer m. Afterwards, 
at a time t ≥ T0 + tm the state of the control qubit and the state of the atom are measured in succession.

The Hamiltonian of the complete system is

(31)
|ψ(t)� =

|0�
N0

⊗ (ξ1|e, n0, n1� + ξ2|g , n0 + 1, n1� + ξ3|g , n0, n1 + 1� + ξ4|e, n0 − 1, n1 + 1�)

+
|1�
N0

⊗ (ξ5|e, n0, n1� + ξ6|g , n0, n1 + 1� + ξ7|g , n0 + 1, n1� + ξ8|e, n0 + 1, n1 − 1�)eiϕ ,

(32)Pi =
sin2

[

g1
√
n1(t − tm)

]

sin2
(

g0
√
n0 + 1tm

)

+ sin2
[

g0
√
n0(t − tm)

]

sin2
(

g1
√
n1 + 1tm

)

4 cos
(

g0
√
n0 + 1tm

)

cos
(

g1
√
n1 + 1tm

)

+ 4
.

(33)Pi =
sin2

(

g
√
n(t − tm)

)

sin2
(

g
√
n+ 1tm

)

cos
(

2g
√
n+ 1tm

)

+ 3
,

Figure 5.  The average number of photons 〈a†j aj〉 at maximum indefiniteness as function of the non-dimensional 
measurement time gtm and gt for n0 = 1 and n1 = 1.
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Figure 6.  Total probability Pi to interchange one photon between two cavities as a function of gtm for two 
different cases. Case 1: figure (a) has n0 = 1 and n1 = 0 , while figure (b) has n0 = 10 and n1 = 0 . Case 2: figure 
(c) has n0 = n1 = 1 and figure (d) has n0 = n1 = 10 . All plots were done for a given time gt = 64π/5 and  
g1 = g2 = g.

Figure 7.  Total probability Pi , calculated from Eq. (33), to interchange one photon between two cavities at 
maximum indefiniteness as function of the non-dimensional measurement time gtm and gt for n0 = 1 and 
n1 = 1.
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where Hfree and HI are given by Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively.
In all that follows we assume that the cavities are identical, that is, ω0 = ω1 = ω and g0 = g1 = g > 0 . In 

addition, we shall be working in the linear dispersive regime29,30, that is, we assume that

where the dynamics of cavity field k are approximately restricted to the subspace spanned by 
{|n�k : n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , nmax} for some positive integer nmax ( k = 0, 1 ). Since the atom can only add one photon 
to the cavity fields, the value of nmax can be estimated by nmax = maxk=0,1[�a†kak�(0)+ 10�(a†

k
ak)(0)] where 

〈a†kak〉(0) is the expected value of the number of photons in cavity field k at time t = 0 and �(a†kak)(0) is its 
standard deviation. For example, nmax = 100 requires � � 0.01 , while nmax = 28 needs � ≤ 0.019 . Under these 
conditions one can approximate H(k)

JC  by the linear dispersive JC Hamiltonian29,30

Assume that the initial state of the complete system is a separable state of the form

where the state of the control qubit is given in Eq. (8), χ is a real number, and |α�k with k = 0, 1 denotes a coherent 
state of cavity field k. One requires that the state of the control qubit is |+�c so that the atom passes through both 
cavities. The objective of this is to have a situation similar to Young’s double slit experiment.

The state of the system at a time t ≥ T0 + tm is given by

with

This result was obtained by using that

Now fix a time t ≥ T0 + tm . This corresponds to any time after the atom has exited the cavities. First, measure 
at time t the state of the control qubit to see if it is in the state |+�c or |−�c . Immediately afterwards, measure the 
state of the atom. In order to express the results succinctly it is convenient to define the following normalized 
states for each k = 0, 1:

The normalization constants are given by

(34)H(t) =

{

Hfree if 0 ≤ t < T0,

HI if T0 ≤ t ≤ T0 + tm,
Hfree if T0 + tm < t.

(35)
� ≡

g

|�|
≪1,

�
2(nmax + 1) ≤10−2,

(36)H
(k)
JCD =

�

2

(

ωa +��
2
)

σz + �
(

ω +��
2σz

)

a†kak + �
��

2

2
(k = 0, 1).

(37)|ψ(0)� =|+�c ⊗
1
√
2

(

|g� + eiχ |e�
)

⊗ |α�0 ⊗ |α�1,

(38)
|ψ(t)� =e−

i
�
Hfree(t−T0−tm)e−

i
�
HI tme−

i
�
HfreeT0 |ψ(0)�

=
eiωat/2

√
2

[

|0�c ⊗ |ψ0(t)� ⊗ |αe−iωt�1 + |1�c ⊗ |αe−iωt�0 ⊗ |ψ1(t)�
]

(39)
|ψk(t)� =

1
√
2

[

|g� ⊗ | − αm(t)�k + i(−1)mei(χ−ωat)|e� ⊗ |αm(t)�k
]

,

αm(t) =i(−1)mαe−iωt , (k = 0, 1).

(40)e−
i
�
HI tm =e−

i
�
H

(0)
JCDtme−iωa†1a1tm |0�cc�0| + e−

i
�
H

(1)
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(41)

|cat�k =
1

N
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| − αm(t)�k + i(−1)mei(χ−ωat)|αm(t)�k
]

| ↑±�k =| ± αm(t)�k
| ↓�k =|αe−iωt�k

|Bell±� =
1

NBell

[

| ↑±�0 ⊗ | ↓�1 + | ↓�0 ⊗ | ↑±�1
]

|bell±� =
1

Nbell

[

| ↑±�0 ⊗ | ↓�1 − | ↓�0 ⊗ | ↑±�1
]

.

(42)
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√
2

√

1− (−1)me−2|α|2 sin(χ − ωat)

NBell =
√
2
√

1+ e−2|α|2
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√
2
√

1− e−2|α|2 .
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Observe that |cat�k is a Schrödinger cat state for cavity field k and that the overlap of the coher-
ent states composing it is |k�−αm(t)|αm(t)�k| = e−2|α|2 . Hence, the cat state is easily distinguishable if 
[e−2|α|2 ≤ 10−2 ⇔ |α|2 ≥ ln(10) = 2.3] . Therefore, the initial states |α�k of the cavity fields require an expected 
photon number k�α|a†kak|α�k = |α|2 ≥ 2.3 to have well defined cat states.

The notation | ↑±�k and | ↓�k was introduced to suggest a similarity with qubit Bell  states31. Here 
field coherent states play the role of the excited and ground states of a qubit. The overlap between 
| ↑±�k and | ↓�k is |k�↓ | ↑±�k| = e−|α|2 . Hence, | ↑±�k and | ↓�k are approximately orthogonal if 
[e−|α|2 ≤ 10−2 ⇔ |α|2 ≥ 2ln(10) = 4.6] . Under this condition the states |Bell±� and |bell±� have a form similar 
to the Bell states of a qubit. In the following, whenever discussing these cavity fields’ Bell states we shall assume 
that the expected number of photons in the initial states of the cavity fields is k�α|a†kak|α�k = |α|2 ≥ 4.6.

Finally, observe that |k�↓ |cat�k | ≤ 2e−|α|2/N  . Hence, | ↓�k and |cat�k are approximately orthogonal if |α|2 ≥ 5 
because the overlap is |k�↓ |cat�k | < 10−2.

From what has been presented in the paragraphs above, it is sufficient to consider initial states |α�k of the cavity 
fields such that the expected number of photons is k�α|a†kak|α�k = |α|2 ≤ 5 . Hence, one can take, for example, 
nmax = 28 because maxk=0,1[k�α|a†kak |α�k + 10�(a†

k
ak)] = |α|2 + 10|α| = 27.4.

Control qubit in the state |+�
c

In this and only this section assume that the control qubit is found in the state |+�c . Then, the state of the complete 
system immediately after the measurement is

If immediately after the measurement of the control qubit one measures the state of the atom to see if it is in the 
excited |e� or ground |g� state, then the cavity fields will be prepared in one of the highly entangled |Bell±� states.

Now consider the case where, immediately after the measurement of the control qubit, one measures the state 
of the atom to see if it is in the |+�x = (1/

√
2)(|e� + |g�) or |−�x = (1/

√
2)(|e� − |g�) state.

Assume that the atom is found in the |+�x state. If the atom is found in the |−�x state, then one only needs to 
replace χ by (χ + π) and |+�x by |−�x in the results below. The state of the complete system immediately after 
the measurement of the state of the atom is

with NMM a normalization constant. Observe that the cavity fields are in a highly entangled state that also 
resembles a qubit Bell state if |α|2 ≥ 5 because |k�↓ |cat�k | < 10−2.

Given that Schrödinger cat states appear in the superposition between brackets on the righthand side of Eq. 
(44), there can be a nonnegligible probability to find each cavity field in a cat state. The probability to find the 
cavity fields in the state |cat�0 ⊗ |cat�1 immediately after the measurement of the state of the atom is

with

Observe that � and |α|2 are parameters that can be adjusted by changing the time t ≥ T0 + tm when one performs 
the measurements and by preparing the initial state of the cavity fields. Notice that one must optimize the prob-
ability while still preserving easily distinguishable cat states. Figure 8 illustrates the probability as a function of 
these two parameters. Observe that one can achieve a probability P � 0.35 and, in particular, that P = 0.35 if 
� = 2.25 and |α|2 = 1.155 . Notice that for |α|2 = 1.155 one still has reasonably distinguishable cat states |cat�k 
because the overlap between the coherent states composing the cat state is 

∣

∣

∣
�−αm(t)|αm(t)�

∣

∣

∣
= 0.1.

Control qubit in the state |−�
c

In this and only this section assume that the control qubit is found in the state |−�c . Then, the state of the complete 
system immediately after the measurement is

If immediately after the measurement of the control qubit one measures the state of the atom to see if it is in the 
excited |e� or ground |g� state, then the cavity fields will be in one of the highly entangled |bell±� states.

Now consider the case where, immediately after the measurement of the control qubit, one measures the state 
of the atom to see if it is in the |+�x or |−�x state.

Assume that the atom is found in the |+�x state. If the atom is found in the |−�x state, then one only needs to 
replace χ by (χ + π) and |+�x by |−�x in the results below. The state of the complete system immediately after 
the measurement of the state of the atom is

(43)|ψM� =
1
√
2
|+�c ⊗

[

|g� ⊗ |Bell−� + i(−1)mei(χ−ωat)|e� ⊗ |Bell+�
]

.

(44)|ψMM� =
1

NMM

|+�c ⊗ |+�x ⊗
[

|cat�0 ⊗ | ↓�1 + | ↓�0 ⊗ |cat�1
]

(45)P =2
1− sin(�+ 2|α|2)

e2|α|2 + 1− sin�− sin(�+ 2|α|2)

(46)� =(−1)m(χ − ωat).

(47)|ψM� =
1
√
2
|−�c ⊗

[

|g� ⊗ |bell−� + i(−1)mei(χ−ωat)|e� ⊗ |bell+�
]

.
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with NMM a normalization constant. It follows that the cavity fields are in a highly entangled state that has the 
form of a qubit Bell state if |α|2 ≥ 5 because |k�↓ |cat�k | < 10−2 . In this case the probability to find the cavity 
fields in the state |cat�0 ⊗ |cat�1 immediately after the measurement of the state of the atom is zero due to the 
minus sign in the linear combination of states inside the brackets in Eq. (48).

Experimental proposals
In this section some possible physical implementations of our model are discussed. A plausible experi-
mental implementation of the system discussed in the article can be made by using the techniques of atom 
 interferometry32–37 to produce a superposition of spatially separated wavepackets. Using Raman  pulses36 or 
sequential multiphoton Bragg  diffractions35 one can prepare the atom in a state of the form

where φ12 is a real number and |pj� (j = 1, 2) are momentum eigenstates of the atom such that p2 − p1 = n�k with 
k the wavenumber of the photon, n = 2 if Raman transitions are used, and n = 102 if sequential multiphoton 
Bragg diffractions are implemented. The difference in momentum leads to a spatial separation of the associated 
wavepackets, so the one associated with |p1� ⊗ |g� can enter one cavity, while the one associated with |p2� ⊗ |g� 
can enter the other. For example, one could have p1 < 0 and p2 > 0 . Note that the internal degrees of freedom of 
the atom connected with each wavepacket can be addressed independently once they are sufficiently separated. In 
this case, the control qubit has the states |0�c = |p1� and |1�c = |p2� and, consequently, |±�x = (1/

√
2)(|p1� ± |p2�) . 

Measurements on the control qubit correspond to measurements on the momentum of the atom. Note that, in 
principle, meter-scale wavepacket separations can be  achieved35 and that Bloch oscillations in an optical lattice 
can also be used to achieve the momentum  separation34.

Alternatively, one can use an electric or magnetic field to produce a spatial separation of the associated 
 wavepackets33,37. In this case, one can prepare the atom in a state of the form

where φ12 is a real number and ψj(z, 0) (j = 1, 2) are the wavefunctions in the position representation associated 
with the kets |ψj(0)� of the degrees of freedom of motion of the atom. The wavepackets ψj(z, 0) move under dif-
ferent potentials and become spatially separated. For example, one can move upwards and the other  downwards37 
and each wave packet could enter and exit a different cavity. If the spatial separation is large enough, the internal 
degrees of freedom of the atom associated with each wavepacket can be addressed independently. In this case, 
the control qubit has the states |0�c = |ψ1(t)� and |1�c = |ψ2(t)� when the spatial separation between ψ1(z, t) 
and ψ2(z, t) is sufficiently large so that �ψ1(t)|ψ2(t)� ≃ 0 . It follows that |±�x = (1/

√
2)(|ψ1(t)� ± |ψ2(t)�) and 

(48)|ψMM� =
1

NMM

|−�c ⊗ |+�x ⊗
[

|cat�0 ⊗ | ↓�1 − | ↓�0 ⊗ |cat�1
]

|ψ(0)� =
1
√
2

(

|p1� + eiφ12 |p2�
)

⊗ |g�,

|ψ(0)� = |ψ1(0)� ⊗ |g� + eiφ12 |ψ2(0)� ⊗ |e�,

Figure 8.  The figure illustrates a contour plot of the probability in Eq. (45) to find both cavity fields in a 
Schrödinger cat state as a function of � and the expected number of photons |α|2 in the coherent state |α�k 
(k = 0, 1).
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measurements on the control qubit correspond to measurements on the position of the atom. Some limitations 
on this type of wavepacket separation and its implementation as an atom interferometer can be found  in37.

Another physical implementation of our proposal is feasible using an optical  analogy38–40. It has been shown 
that a two-level atom interacting with an electromagnetic field can be simulated using photonic lattices, where 
quantities like the mean photon number or Rabi oscillations can be obtained through measurements of positions 
and output intensities of the  waveguides38. This simulation is based on the parity invariance of the model. As 
both Hamiltonians H(0)

JC  and H(1)
JC  in our case fulfill such a property, the possibility of a simulation of this kind 

can be explored via the formal analogy through the dynamical equations. The novelty of our work requires the 
excitation of two cavities in superposition of trajectories for which the two-level atom interacts with one cavity 
in each trajectory. This superposition might be implemented in an optical setting by using a beam splitter either 
with single photons or classical light. The results will be discussed elsewhere.

Conclusions
In this article we studied the effects of causal indefiniteness in a cavity quantum electrodynamics setup where 
an atom passes at the same time through two cavities by using a control qubit. Moreover, measurements are 
performed on the control qubit and the atom. Two scenarios were considered. In the first one, the atom interacts 
resonantly with both cavity fields which are initially prepared in Fock states. The dynamics of the system were 
considered while the atom is inside the cavities and it was found that the atom can function as a shuttle that can 
send a photon from one cavity to the other without changing its state. Moreover, it was determined that the Rabi 
oscillations can be modified to have a smaller amplitude or a beats structure similar to that of two resonantly 
coupled harmonic oscillators. In the second scenario the atom interacts dispersively with both cavity fields 
which are initially prepared in a coherent state. The generation of entanglement between the two cavity fields 
was considered once the atom exits both cavities by performing successive projective measurements on both 
the control qubit and the atom. It was found that the cavity fields can be left in a highly entangled state that can 
have the form of qubit Bell states were the excited and ground states of the qubit are replaced by approximately 
orthogonal field coherent states. Moreover, it was also determined that there can be a nonnegligible probability 
≤ 0.35 to find both cavity fields in a Schrödinger cat state. Finally, some plausible implementations using the 
techniques of atom interferometry and optical analogies were discussed.
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